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A Petrov-Galerkin (PG) finite element method was developed to solve the kinematic wave
formulationof the overlandflow equations.The resultantmodelusesquadraticbasisfunctionsand test
functionsthat are modifiedby polynomialsof cubic and quartic order, yielding a formulation that
includesfour PH parameters.The PG modelwas found to reducethe mean sum of squareerror of the
solution compared to a conventionalBubnov-Galerkinfinite element solutionby about a factor of 3 as
the Courant number (Cr) approachedone. Good resultswere also achievedwith the PG method for
problemsthat resultedin shockformation,whichare typicalof manyappliedproblemsof concern.PG
parmeters were foundto dependstronglyuponthe Courantnumberand weakly upon the numberof
nodesin the system.Polynomialexpressions
were derivedto approximatethe PG parametersover the
range0 < Cr < 1. As the number of nodesin the systemincreased,a single-parameterversion of the
model yielded solutionsapproachingthe accuracyof the four-parametermodel.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Overlandflow routing is the term used to describe the
movementof water over a surface and implies the calculationof flow rates at positions along a hillslope at different
time steps [Lane et al., 1987]. The movement of surface
watercan be described by continuity and momentum equationsappliedto an incompressiblefluid (Saint-Venant equations).
An accurate, stable, and efficient solution to the SaintVenantequations is necessary for several common problems.Originally,theseequationswere usedto describeriver
andchannelrouting problems. Since then they have been
appliedto overland flow, watershed modeling, and runoff
determination.Flow solutions of this type are also the

dependentvariable changerapidly in spaceand time over a
portionof the domain[Taylor, 1976;Ross et al., 1979;Vieux
et al., 1990].These sharpfronts have been termed kinematic
shock waves [Lighthill and Whitham, 1955; Kibler and
Woolhiser, 1972; Li et al., 1975; Singh, 1975; Borah et aI.,
1980;Zhang and Cundy, 1989]. While the method of characteristicsis well suited to the solution of sharp-front problems, the commonoccurrence of irregularly shaped domains
with spatially varying properties has led to the routine
applicationof Eulerian methods for solution of kinematic
wave problems. However, Eulerian methods are prone to
phase errors, oscillations in the solution, and numerical
dispersionwhen used to approximate such sharp-front prob-

lems [Zienkiewicz, 1977; Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983; Hromadka and DeVries, 1988; Ponce, 1991]. Recent advances in
foundationupon which sediment transport and nonpoint Petrov-Galerkin (PG) finite element methods (FEMs) have
resulted in reductions in such errors compared to convensourcepollutanttransportmodelsare based.
transSinceoverlandflow processesare transient,the descrip- tional Eulerian formulation for advective-dominated
tionof suchprocesses
requiresthe simultaneous
solutionof port and multiphase flow and transport problems [Wesa coupledsystemof partial differentialequations.Simplifi- terink and Shea, 1989; Cornew and Miller, 1990; Mayer and
cationof the Saint-Venantequationsis appropriatefor many Miller, 1990;Miller and Cornew, 1992]. The purpose of this

commonproblems.One suchsimplificationis the kinematic work is to develop and evaluate a PG FEM solution for the
waveapproximation. Since its formulation by Lighthill and kinematic wave equations.

Whitham
[1955]anditsapplication
to watershed
modeling
by
Henderson
andWooding[1964]usingthemethodof characteristics
(MOC), manyresearchers
haveusedthe kinematic
waveapproachfor runoff and overlandflow problems[Brak-

2.
2.1.

Overland

BACKGROUND

Flow

Overland flow may be described by the classical Saintensiek,1967; Woolhiser,1969; Eagleson, 1970;Liet al.,
Venantequations,which includea dynamiccontinuityequa1975;Borahet al., 1980].
Under certain conditionsthe kinematic wave equations tion and a dynamiclinear momentumequationappliedto an
giveriseto sharp-front
solutions,in whichvaluesof the incompressiblefluid for a one-dimensionalsystem,as [Bras,
1990]
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where h(x, t) is the vertical flow depth (meters); q(x, t) is
the dischargeper unit width (squaremetersper second);r is
the rainfall excess, or lateral inflow (metersper second);i is
the rainfall intensity (metersper second);f is the infiltration
rate (meters per second); v is the depth-averagedvelocity

TheCrisameasure
ofthetemporal
discretization
relative
to the spatialdiscretization
andthe characteristic
wave
velocityof the system.
The Cr affects
the stability
•
accuracy
ofthesolution
intheexplicit
case
andaccuracy
of

thesolution
fortheimplicit
case
[Vieux
andSegerlind,
1989;

Blandford
andMeadows,
1990;Mohtaret al., 1990].
A

stability
criterion
fortheexplicitcaserequires
Cr < 1,while
solutionaccuracyimprovesas the Cr decreases
to 0.2
et al., 1977].Implicitformulations
areuncondi.
(meters
persecond);
# is thegravitational
constant
(m/s2); [Viessman
of solution
improves
asCr
Sois thebedslope;Sf is thefrictionslope;x is thedirection tionallystable,buttheaccuracy
decreases
[Blandford
and Meadows,1990;Vieuxetal.,
of flow (meters); and q = vh.

Dependingon the case studied,severalimplicationsof the
momentumequation, equation(2), are possible[Bedientand
Huber, 1988]. The kinematic wave equationsresult from the
assumptionthat the hydrodynamic terms of the momentum
equation are negligible, which is reasonable for the case
where no backwater exists [Lighthill and Whitham, 1955]. In

1990].

Twoadditional
parameters
of interest
forcaseofsteady

rainfall over an impermeableplane are

qm-' rL

thiscase,themomentum
equation
becomes
Sf = So.

L)3/5

te --

ar2/3

(9)

A constitutiverelation is neededto expressthe discharge,
q, as a function of h. Manning's equation is often used for where L is the length of the domain, qm is the maximum
this relation:
discharge,t e is the time to equilibriumfor a pointa distance
L away from the boundary, and a is the leadingcoefficient
(So)1/2
q(h)= •
h5/3
(3) from Manning's equation, which may be definedas

($0)

where n is Manning's roughnesscoefficient.
The numerical solution to the kinematic wave equations

can be characterizedin termsof three dimensionless
parameters [Lighthill and Whitham, 1955;Henderson, 1966; Woolhiser and Liggett, 1967]:

a =

The initial and boundary conditions considered hereincan
be described

as

h(t=O,

Fr= (9h)1/2

(4)

LSog

k= v2

(5)

cat

Cr =

Ax

(6)

for

Oq 5(S0)
c ....Oh
h2/3
3n

(10)

O--<x<L)=O

(11)

h(t > O, O) = h o

(12)

Note that the boundary condition can be modifiedfor
differentcases.One case could be when no upslopeinflow
occurs(h 0 = 0) for a generaloverland flow problem,where
x = 0 is the beginningof the slope. A secondcasecouldbe
a constantupslopeinflow (h(t, x -0) > 0). A more realistic
case is a boundary condition where h(t, x = 0) = h0(t),
dependingon the inflow hydrograph from an adjacentfield
upslope. Eulerian methods accommodate such changesin
auxiliary conditions easily.
The rainfall excess, r, is the rainfall rate less the infiltra-

(7) tion rate, which may be expectedto vary in spaceandtime

where Fr is the Froude number, k is the kinematic flow

number, Cr is the Courant number,At is the temporalgrid
spacing,Ax is the spatialgrid spacing,and c is the celerityof
the kinematic wave [Lighthill and Whitham, 1955; Bras,
1990].

The Fr is a ratio of inertial to gravitational forces. For

normalfloodsin naturalrivers, or overlandflow processes,
dynamicwavefrontsattenuatevery rapidlyaslongasFr <
1.5, and kinematicwaves dominatethe flood response.A
kinematicwave doesnot dissipate,but it changesin shape
(steepens)due to the dependencyof the velocity on the
depth. If the steepeningprocessstops, the result is a
monoclinalsteady state wave [Henderson, 1966].
A restriction on the kinematic number of k > 10 ensures

for typical field conditions. The infiltration rate can be
handledusing any of the approximatemethodsavailable
such as Green-Ampt, Philip, Holtan and Horton [Skaggset
al., 1969] or a more exact method based on a solutionto
Richards's equation [Richards, 1931]. Schmid [1989] inves-

tigatedthe implicitassumptionin the modelthat infiltration
is independentof overlandflow so that only the weak

couplingof bothprocesss
is takeninto account.He found
that the errors introduced were in most cases smaller than

5% andalwayslessthan 11%.Comparedto the uncertainty
introducedby spatial variability in subsurfaceconditions,
the weak couplingassumptionseemsappropriate.
2.2.

Solution Methods

that the kinematicwave assumptions
introducelessthan a

Solutions
of kinematicwaveequationproblems
havebeen
10% error in the solution[Woolhiserand Liggett, 1967]. formulated
andappliedfor almost40 years.Characteristic,
Only for very flat (So < 0.002)or very steep(So > 0.10) finite difference,finite element,and controlvolumefinite
slopesis the kinematicassumptionviolated.

element methods have been used in these solution schemes.
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Adetailed
description
of eachof thesesolutions
isbeyond ties as the kinematicwave equations.However, evaluating
thescope
ofthiswork.However,several
results
ofsolutionsthe improvementsofferedby such a method, determining
intheliterature
pertainto thedevelopment
of newmethods. optimalparametersfor the approach,and testing the apFordomains
in whichmodelparameters
arenotspatially proach on shock-typeproblems are not trivial and are
variable,
themethodof characteristics
(MOC)is anappro- necessaryto advance the understanding of such Eulerian

priate
solution
approach
[Izzard,1946;Lighthilland

strategiesfor solvingkinematic wave problems.

writham,
1955;Henderson
and Wooding,1964;Wooding, Equation(1) may be written in a weak weightedresidual
1965;
Crawford
andLinsley,1966;Woolhiser
andLiggett, form as
1967].
The successof the MOC is not surprising.
The

kinematic
wave equationis a hyperbolicpartialdifferential

Wi
equation,
a classof problemfor whichthe MOC is well
suited.
Others
haveextended
theMOCto irregularly
shaped
domains
andtemporally
variablemodelparameters
[Eagle- for trial
son,!970;Harleyet al., 1970;Singh,1976;Woolhiser,
1975;
Sherman
andSingh,1976;Borahet al., 1980;Parlangeet

al.,1981;Cundyand Tento, 1985;Eggert, 1987;Woodsand

+m_
Ox

r

dx =0

i-

nn

(13)

solutions described over an element of the form
•1 ne

l•(x)= •

Ibbitt,1988;Sander et al., 1990].

1,---,

Nj(x)hj

(14)

j--I

WhileMOC solutions
are theoretically
attractive,practicalproblems
associatedwith extensionto field conditions
haveinhibited
the widespread
useof the MOC [Ross,1977;

(15)

Zhang
andCundy,1989;Sanderet al., 1990].Surfaceslope
(So),roughness
(n), and rainfall excess(r) are parameters
thatvaryin space.When suchchangesare abrupt,discon- whereWi is a weighting,or test, functioncorresponding
to
tinuities
in h, or kinematic shocks,result [Kibler and Wool- nodei; Nj are standardLagrangepolynomialbasisfunchiser,1972].Whilesuchproblemscanbe solvedusingthe tions;n,•is thenumberof nodesin the domain,•; andnne
MOC [Borah et al., 1980; Hunt, 1987], a more common is the numberof nodesin an element.Resolvingthe time
approach
has been to use Eulerian methods,i.e., finite derivative
usinga variablyweightedfinitedifference
approxdifferences
[Stoker, 1953;Brakensiek,1967;Liggett and imation gives
Woolhiser,
1967;Amein, 1968;Amein and Fang, 1970;
Kiblerand Woolhiser,1972;Price, 1974;Li et al., 1975;
/+1
ZhangandCundy,1989],finiteelements[Judah,1972;Ross
Ox
et al., 1979; Vieux and Seger!ind,1989; Blandfordand
Meadows,
1990;Vieuxet al., 1990;Goodrichet al., 1991],
mixedformulations
(MOC and finite differences)
[Singh,
dx
(16)
!975],or a controlvolumescheme[Mohtaret al., 1990].
While
Eu!erian
methods
allowforthesimple
incorporation
ofspatially
variableparameters,they are not well suitedto whereI is a timestepindex;0 is a time-weighting
coefficient,
thesolution
of hyperbolic
equations.
Recentworkhassug- whichis equalto 0.5for Crank-Nicolson
weighting;
andthe
gested
usingEuleriansolutionmethodswith refinedspatial captialsubscript,
I, on W is usedto denotea systemof
and
temporal
discretization
andsmoothed
values
ofspatially equations
(oneequation
for eachof thenodesin thedomain).
variableparametersto avoid numerical errors associated
The basisfunctionsmay be specifiedas quadraticLawithkinematic
shocks
[Ponce,1991;Vieuxet al., 1990].
grangepolynomials
in naturalcoordinates
(-1 -< se _<1) for
Upstream
weightingmethodshavebeenusedto reduce every element by
errors
associated
withthe application
of Eulerianmethods
to
3
sharp-front
problems[Hughes,1978;HeinrichandZienkiewicz,
1977;WaitandMitchell,1985].In particular,
recent
(17)

f•W•[/•t+l
+O•t(.
O•t+• dx

=

advances
havebeenmadein applying
PGmethods
to solve
advective-dominated
transportproblems[Westerink
and
Shea,1989;Cantekinand Westerink,1990;Cornewand which yields piecewisecontinuousbasis functionsof the
Miller,1990;
MillerandCornew,
1992]andmultiphase
flow usualform [Zienkiewicz,1977].
andtransport
problems
[MayerandMiller,1990].Thesuc- Theweighting
functions
aremodified
by cubic(M3) and
cess
oftheseapplications
suggests
thatsimilarmethods
may quartic
(M4) functions
giving[Westerink
andShea,1989]
beapplicable
to kinematic
waveproblems.
(18)
Wi(•) = Nl(se)- a cM3(•) - • cM4(s
e)
3.

SOLUTION FORMULATION

Based
uponresults
achieved
for othersharp-front
problems
[Westerink
andShea,1989;Cantekin
andWesterink,
1990;
Cornew
andMiller,1990;MayerandMiller,1990]a
PGapproach
maybeformulated
tosolve
thekinematic
wave for
equations.
Theformulation
is a straightforward
extension
of

methods
thathavebeendeveloped
andapplied
successfully
toproblems
thatposemanyof thesamenumerical
difficul-

W2(•)= N2(se)
+ 4czrnM3(s
e) + 4,/•rnM4(s
e)

W3(•:)--N3(s
•) - a cM3(•)-/3cM4(•)

(19)
(20)

5

M3(•)=• sc(•
+ 1)(•- 1)

(21)
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Fig. I.

Comparisonof q-basedsolutionsto the kinematicwave equationfor the caseof a constantrainfall over an
impermeableplane.

[.Ax](h}/+
1,m
+ 1_.(b} -- (bl}l q-(bn}I+ 1,rn (23)

21

M4(•
) = -•-•(•4_•2)

(22)

where m is the iteration level of the solution, [A] is a banded

The constantsac, /3½, a m, and /3m are PG parameters coefficient matrix that contains only linear terms, {b} is a
required to specifythe form of the weightingfunctionsfor vector that contains all terms evaluated at the l time level
the comer element (• = +-1) and midelement(•: = 0) nodes, and the • term evaluated at the new time level but laggedan
respectively.
The PG finite element solution yields a system of linear
equations of the form

0.02

iterationlevel, {bt}• is the linearportionof {b), and
{bn}z+•,rnisthenonlinear
portionof {b}.
Theglobalmatrix[A] andvectors{hi}l and{bn}
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Fig. 2. Comparisonof modelsimulationresultsandexperimental
data[lwagaki,1955]for a three-slopedomain(Table
1, case 2).
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TABLE 1. Summaryof SimulationParameters

CaseSectionL, m
ß-1
2
3
1
2
1
2
3
--ß--

15.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
7.5
7.5
5.0
5.0
5.0
10-50
25.0

r, rrds
3.33x
1.08x
6.38x
8.00x
3.33x
3.33x
3.33x
3.33x
3.33 x
1.00x
1.00x

tr, s

10-6
10-3
10-4
10-4
10-6
10-6
10-6
10-6
10-6
10-6
10-6

ts
30
30
30
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
ts
ts

n

So

Ax,m

At,s

Cr

Fr

k

0.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.3
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.25-1.0
0.5

3.60
0.42
0.42
0.42
3.60
3.60
6.24
6.24
6.24
0.07-9.9
0.18-3.7

1.00
0.55
0.60
0.62
0.76
0.64
0.74
0.56
0.44
0.05-1.00
0.05-1.00

0.505
2.37
2.18
1.89
0.471
0.261
0.198
0.114
0.064
1.50
1.50

3390.
2.58
3.17
2.98
2950.
8180.
5680.
3740.
2330.
500.
500.

nn

0.048
0.0576 51
0.009
0.0200
9
0.009
0.0150
8
0.009
0.0100
8
0.048
0.0576 26
0.100
0.0576 25
0.100
0.0400 17
0.100
0.0100 16
0.100
0.0025
16
0.006-0.0070.01-0.02 11-201
0.00647
0.0137 51

Heretr istheduration
of rainfall,andts isthetimesimulated.

result
fromthesummation
of elemental
contributions
of the

{beSe}l2

form
ne

2

(24)
ne

$bn•)
1
(b/}/: Z tel

+ Orl+l

(25)

he----1
Fte

(bn}1+1,rn
_. Z #9nell+
1,m
c--

(26)

ella

t + Orl+l

Ti/
(1- 0)(r
l •OCne
f[1
['VI{
•/4At
I
(1
--0)(r
t 2 O[tt
IllW2{•
l+At
t)+Or
•+
•
(1
--0)(r
t 20•t
fl_
1W3{•/+
At

n,:l

d• •

(28)

ne:l
,

where

•n e

FA"']- 2
[e

h
nell + 1,m'- - 0At •
--enJ

(29)

1

'

[j.l•
W1N1
d•
I1W•N2
d•
f•-x
W1N3
d•]
•fl_1W2N
1d• f l_1W2N
2d• f l W2N3
d•

(27)
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Fig.3. Comparison
ofq-based
solutions
foratwo-roughness
coefficient
domain
andalimited
duration
rainfall
(Table
1, case3).
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Fig. 4.

Comparisonof q-based solutionsfor a three-slopedomain and a limited duration rainfall (Table 1, case 4).

ne is an clementindex, and ne is the number of elementsin
the domain.

For a given time step solution, l + 1, (23) was solvedusing
Picard iteration and a direct banded solver [Allen et al.,
1988] until

maxIhJ+"m+l- hJ+l'rn
I

< s

(30)

wherethe errortolerance,s, wassetequalto 10-•ø in this
study.
SOLUTION VALIDATION

Kinematic wave solutions were solved in two forms: (1)
the depth of flow (h = h(t, x)) over the surfaceat each time
step, or h based; and (2) the outflow at the end of the domain
for each time step (q= q(t, x = L)), or q based, which
describesa hydrograph. Both of these forms of the solution
are usefulfor a variety of applications.
As a checkof the accuracyof the PG solution,a simplified

q = a (rt)5/3

0 < t < te

q= qm

t > te

(31)

For the h-based form, an analytical solution basedonthe
methodof characteristics[Hendersonand Wooding,1964]is
h = min

, rt

t •> 0

(32)

Model validation was performed usingphysical andmodel
parameters summarized in Table 1 as case 1 conditions.
Figure 1 shows results of the standard Bubnov-Galerkin
linear and quadratic finite element solutions; a PG finite
element solution,usingoptimal parametersdescribedbelow:
and the MOC analytical solution, along with the errors
associatedwith the approximatesolutionscomparedto the

analytical solution. These graphs illustrate that the PG
methodreducesthe amplitudeof the oscillationscompared
to Bubnov-Galerkin

solutions.

A complexshock-producing
casewas studiedby Iwagaki
[1955]. Runoff was measuredfrom a three-planecascade,

casewas consideredfirst. In this casea constantr, S0, and which was made out of a three-section metal flume, with
n exist for a period of time sufficientto build an equilibrium characteristics summarized in Table 1 as case 2 conditions.
profile over the surface. For these simplifiedconditions,an
analytical solutioncan be derived by integratingthe steady
stateform of (1), after substitutingManning'sequationfor q,
which gives [Henderson and Wooding, 1964; Woolhiser,

Over each section of the flume, a different rainfall rate was
appliedand then stoppedat 10, 20, and 30 s in three separate

1975]

rainfallproblemwas simulatedusingthe Petrov-Galerkin
model,with inputssummarized
in Table 1 as case2 condiTABLE 2.

Summary of Errors for Case 4
......

Error

PG FEM

QBG FEM

LBG FEM

MSE-q

1.13x 10-13

1.74x 10-13

1.95x 10-13

ME
MAE

3.31 x 10-6
1.92 x 10-7

3.31 x 10-6
2.63 x 10-7

3.63 x 10-6
2.64 x 10-7

QBG, quadraticBubnov Galerkin; LBG, linear BubnovGalerkin.

experiments.Borahet al. [1980]proposeda kinematicwave
shock-fittingmodel (MOC) to simulatethis case. The 30-s

tions. The results shown in Figure 2 illustrate a goodagree-

mentamongthe experimental
data,the Borahet aI. [1980]
shock-fitting
model,and the PG modeldeveloped
in this
work. Borah et al. [1980]note that a standardfinitedifference method tendsto smoothsuch shocks.The PG method

performswell in thiscase,depictinga shockin the solution
comparableto the MOC, with only minimal oscillationseven

for a relativelycoarsediscretization
(25 nodes).It should
be
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Fig. $, Optima]valuesof ac for the PG method.

notedthat some variation is expectedbetween the experi-

quadratic, and Petrov-Galerkin). A similar simulation was
set up for a three-plane cascade with a uniform roughness
andk< !0.
and all the other parametersthe same as in the previous case
Anadditionalcheckwas performedfor the caseof a plane (case 4 in Table 1). Figure 4 shows the shock in the rising
with two equal sections with different Manning's rough- hydrographcausedby the three-slope case. The PG method
nesses
anda constantrainfall, stoppingat 1500s to produce reduced the amplitude and duration of the errors compared
a recessionhydrograph (case 3 in Table 1). A shock is to the linear and quadratic FEM solutions, though all methformedat the change of roughnesspoint (7.5 m). This ods perform reasonably well. The solutions were compared
translates
into a changeof slopein the hydrograph.Figure 3 with a finely discretized solution (10,000 nodes) to determine
shows
a comparisonbetween all three FEMs studied(linear, errors associatedwith each method (Table 2).
mentaldata and kinematic wave solutions, since Fr > 1.5
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o

n=25

•

n=35

•

•
E

ß
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Fig. 6. Optimalvaluesof am for the PG method.
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Fig. 7. Optimal valuesof/3c for the PG method.

Four measuresof q- and h-basederror were usedto judge
solution accuracy in this work: mean square error for the

at

Z (q)-

h-based solution

I--1

MSE-q ....

(34)
/•t

Z Z (h•j- hl.)2
cj

maximum

/=lj=l

MSE-h

..............

(33)
• t•n

mean square error for the q-based solution

error

ME= maxIq}- qc•l
and mean absolute error

0.4

0.3

,

o

n:25

,

n=35

"o

n=51

•

n=101

=

n=201

0.1

-0.1

,,

,

i

0.2

0.4

0.6

Courant number, Cr
Fig. 8. Optimalvaluesof/•m for the PG method.
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TABLE 3. LeastSquares
Fits of Petrov-Galerkin
Parameters

Parameter

a0

ac
am
/3c
•m

aI

-0.00863106
0.0302084
-0.0486437
--0.0616601

0.0710183
-0.0225457
0.369278
0.174084

a2

r2

a3

-0.205402
-0.0722190
- 1.22373
--0.0489402

0.223070

0.989

0.0637837
0.160394
0.00902134

0.992
0.999
0.994

HerePGparameter
equals
Y•--0akxk.

/l t

tion error, assumingthat the importance of error terms
decreasesas order increases.Recently, Miller and Cornew

• Iq)-q•cl

[1992]founda significantnonmonotonicerror contribution
from
increasingorder terms for an advective-dominated
/•t
transportproblem. Fourier analysis methodscan yield inwhere
tttisthenumberof timesteps,thesubscriptfdenotessightintoa problemin termsof errorsrelatedto frequencies
thefine-grid
(nn = 10,000)approximation,
andthe subscript of a solution,but these have not generally been used to
quantitatively
predictPG parameters[Westerinkand $hea,
c denotes
a coarse-gridapproximation.
Thevalidationspresentedin this sectionusedoptimalPG 1989;Cornewand Miller, 1990; Miller and Cornew, 1992].
1=1

MAE =

(36)

parameters
(ac, am, [•c, •m)' Methodsusedto determine

A minimizationon an h-based PG solution was performed

theseoptimalparameters,the resultingparametervalues, using
andimplicationsfor trends in the optimal values are dis-

/it

cussed
in the following sections.

/ln

I __hlmj)2
• (hai

rain •

(37)

ae,/3c,C•m,/•m
l= 1 j= 1
5.

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

An importantproblem associatedwith applicationof the
PGmethodis determinationof the PG parameters(ac, am,
tic, [3m)as a function of relevant system parameters.
Truncation
error analysis, Fourier analysis, and numerical
minimization
procedures are typically used [Westerink and
Shea,1989]. Each method has advantagesand disadvantages,but minimization procedures, sometimescalled numerical
experimentation,have the advantageof actingmore
directlyon the quantity of concern: the differencebetweena
modelpredictionand the true solution. Truncation analysis
usuallyconcentrateson the elimination of low-order trunca-

6,10 -14

ø

ø

whereha is the analyticalsolutionfor depth as a functionof
spaceandtime, andhm is the PG modelsolutionfor depthas
a function of space and time.
The optimization problem described by (37) was solved
using a Levenberg-Marquardt method (LMDIF) from the
M!NPACK mathematical libraries [Garbow et al., 1980] on a
Convex C240 supercomputer. The minimization procedure
was solved repeatedly for varying values of Cr, Fr, and k.
The validity of the results was verified by selecting different
startingconditionsof the parameters soughtand by performing a grid search analysis to inspect the error surface.
LMD!F proved to be a robust and reliable estimator of the

' lin51

quads1

•

•
Pg51
o ....Pg201

•
//•

.c: 4'10'14
i

2,10 -14

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Courant number, Cr
Fig. 9. MSE-hasa function
of modelformulation,
described
in Table4 (Table1, case6).
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1.5,10 -ls

•o

lins•
-quad51

=
"-

'

•ø

='

cr 1,10 -15

Pgs•
Pg201
mpg20•

I

5,10 -16

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Courant number, Cr
Fig. 10. MSE-q as a functionof modelformulation,describedin Table 4 (Table 1, case6).

PG parametersthat minimizedthe objectivefunction,equa- 201 (Table 1, case 5). This process yielded 200 setsof
tion (37).

optimalPG parameters
as a solefunctionof Cr andnn.

Resultsfrom the minimizationprocedureshowedthat the
PG parameterswere not only a function of the Cr, but also

of the numberof nodesin the domain(nn). However, the

Figures5-8 summarizeoptimalvaluesfrom this parameter
estimation,whileleastsquaresregression
of eachPGparameter value (for the 201 node case) against Cr yieldedthe

parameters were independent of Fr and k. That is, identical

results given in Table 3.

optimal PG parameters were determined for a given Cr
6. DISCUSSION
regardless
of the Fr andthe k. Upon confirming
thisfinding
by an extensivegrid search,optimizationswere performed
As the numberof nodesincreases,optimalvaluesof the
for 0.05 < Cr < 1.00 in increments
of 0.05and11 <- nn < PG parametersshown in Figures 5-8 become insensitiveto

3,10 -7 _

'" ø
o

linsl
quad51

•'

Pgsl

ø

Pg201

2,10 -7

1,10 -7

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Courant number, Cr
Fig. l 1. ME asa function
of modelformulation,
described
in Table4 (Table1, case6).
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1.5,10-8
lin51

quads1
Pgs•
"ø ' Pg201

_•

1,10 -8

5,10 -9

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Courant number, Cr
fuacfio• of model fo•uisfioa,

describedi• •sblc 4 (Tsbic ], cssc 6).

increased
discretizationfor ac, a,•, and/3m. Based upon to a linear FEM solution. Figure 9 also shows comparisons
thisobservation,simulations were performed to evaluate for MSE-h as a function of PG parameters used. The lowest
solution
errors as a function of PG parameter values and Cr.
errors were achievedfor optimal parametersbasedupon the
Case6 in Table 1 summarizes simulation parameters for number of nodesin the system (51). However, usingoptimal
resultsshown in Figures 9-13, while Table 4 summarizes PG parameters from a 201-node case for a 51-node system
modelformulationsinvestigated.
increasedthe solution errors only slightly. This is significant
Figure9 shows that the MSE-h is less for the PG method becauseit reducesthe functional dependenceof the optimal
thanfor the standard quadratic method for all discretiza- PG parameters to just one variable, Cr. It should be noted
tions.The reduction in error is a maximum for Cr = 1, with
that for a very small number of nodes (nn (20),
the
a 65%reductionobservedfor the tailored PG run compared difference between the optimal and approximate PG solu50

40

•
_ •
•\
•/\

o
•
•'
ø

lin51
quad51
'Pg51
Pg2o1

o. 20

o

lO

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Courant number, Cr
Fig. !3.

CPU timesas a functionof modelformulation,describedin Table 4 (Table 1, case6).
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TABLE

4.

Model Formulation Summary

Method

Case

Linear

lins•
quads1

Bubnov-Galerkin

Optimal Parameters
FEM

QuadraticBubnov-GalerkinFEM
QuadraticPetrov-GalerkinFEM
Quadratic Petrov-Galerkin FEM
Modified Quadratic Petrov-Galerkin* FEM

Pgsl
Pg2o•
mpg2o•

...

optimal for nn -- 51
optimal for nn -- 201
optimal for n n -- 201

*Single-parameterPG model (a c = otm = •tn "' 0).

tions describedabove is greater than shownfor this 51-node
case. Figure 10 shows a similar trend for MSE-q.
The previous observationthat ac, am, and/3m approach
zero as the number of nodesincreases(Figures5-8) suggests
a secondlevel of simplification.This modificationis to set all
PG parametersto zero exceptfor/•c, givingtest functionsof
the form

Wl(f) •- Ni(•:) -/• cM4(•)

(38)

W2(•) -- N2(•)

(39)

W3(•) '- N3(•)-

• cM4(•:)

elementapproximation
for a Courantnumber(Cr) of1.
Encouraging
resultswerealsofoundfor shock-type
pr0b

lems,which
resultfromvariations
in surface
slope
orrough.
ness.ThefourPG parameters
in the formulation
depended
stronglyuponthe Cr andweaklyuponthe numberofnodes
(nn) in the system.A reasonableapproximation
to the
optimalsolution
wasachieved
usingparameters
based
upon
a fixed numberof nodes(nn - 201). Good solutions
were
also achievedusinga single-parameter
simplification
ofthe
generalPG model, Minimum CPU timeswere achieved
for
Cr • 0.6 for all formulationsinvestigated.

(40)

Use of these functions reduces the computationaleffort
compared to the full PG method, while still increasingthe
accuracy and rate of convergence of the solution over the
standardquadraticmethod. Resultsfrom this simplification
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